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Abstract 

('Counties that depend economically on farming and receive large amounts of
'Federal commodity payments will receive the greatest, most direct impact of
farm policy adjustments. Yet, as their numbers declined, they became
concentrated in a relatively small number of congressional districts in the
Nation's midsection, limiting their political strength in Congress where farm
policy is determined. More than 700 of the Nation's 2,443 rural counties
depend on farming for at least 20 percent of their income and employment. This
study, considering these as "farming-dependent" counties, identifies their
geographic location and socioeconomic characteristics. About 200 of these 700
counties receive the highest per capita farm payments and are most dependent on
farming.
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Introduction 

Farm bill discussions in 1985 occur in the general context of unusually
large national budget deficits, large stocks of farm commodities, and a
farm-belt bank crisis. 1/ Advocates of present farm income and price support
programs are challenged to justify continuing such support. Options under
consideration range from returning to the free market to determine farm prices
and incomes to keeping the expiring set of policies in place.

Farming and ranching no longer dominate the economic life of most of rural
America. Those counties where farming is of major importance are concentrated
in our Nation's midsection. Thus, for a majority of House members, farming
issues are no longer at the top of their list of priorities. Still, for those
areas dependent on farming, Federal farm subsidies are important. A look at
these themes depends initially on the selection of an appropriate definition of
farming counties. So, objectives of this report are: (1) identifying
farming-dependent counties, especially those most dependent on farm subsidies,
(2) presenting their basic demographic and economic structure, (3) outlining
the nature of the rural sector impact of a return to market-oriented policies,
and (4) examining the political context within which discussions will continue
about changes in farm policies.

Farming's Economic Dominance Has Declined 

Farming and other natural resource-based activities were the dominant
industries driving local economies in most rural areas before the Korean War.
This is no longer the case in most of rural America.

Growth in rural nonfarm job opportunities was not sufficient in the
fifties to offset employment declines in farming and other extractive
industries. This resulted in a great exodus of people who moved to towns and
cities. These migrants were primarily young adults in search of jobs.
However, things changed in the midsixties. Rural manufacturing and
services-producing employment growth neutralized employment losses in the
natural resource-based industries. 2/ Thus, those leaving farming no longer

1/ Thomas Olson and Weldon Barton, "The Great Farm-Belt Bank Crisis," The
Washington Post, Dec. 30, 1984; Mark Drabenstott and Marvin Duncan, "Another
Troubled Year for U.S. Agriculture," Economic Review, Federal Reserve Bank of
Kansas City, Dec. 1984.
2/ Herman Bluestone and Stan G. Daberkow, "Employment Growth in Nonmetro

America: Past Trends and Prospects for the Eighties," Agricultural Outlook

Conference, Econ. Res. Serv., U.S. Dept. Agr., Dec. 5, 1984.



had to migrate to cities to find jobs, and some who wanted to farm could do
both--farm and work in town.

During the 1969-73 business cycle, the rural employment growth rate
exceeded that in urban areas. 3/ This situation which occurred in many but not
all rural areas was associated with the highly publicized rural population
turnaround. Many rural communities were transformed from a dependence on

farming and other natural resources to other economic specialities or a blend
of economic activities similar to those in urban America. During the 1975-82

business cycle, the rural employment growth rate fell behind that in urban
areas, but the nonfarm sector continued to expand in nonmetro America. 4/ From

the perspective of today's farm policy debate, farming no longer is the
predominant economic activity in most rural areas nor are these areas likely to

return to a farming-based economy.

A fifth of all U.S. employment is in nonmetro areas. Out of each 100 jobs
existing in 1982 in both nonmetro and metro America, 65 were services-oriented,
25 manufacturing/contruction, and 10 farm/natural resource-based. Thus,

changes in farm prosperity and related farm policies have far different

implications for most rural communities today compared with just 35 years ago.

Today, many more service-oriented jobs in rural America are dependent on the

demand derived from manufacturing and transfer incomes than ever before.

Farming-Dependent Counties 

Of today's 2,443 rural counties, there are still 702 where farming-related
earnings constitute more than 20 percent of all labor and proprietor income
(LPI). 5/ About a third of the Nation's 2.3 million farmers live in these

counties. Some of these 702 counties, concentrated in the western Corn Belt

and Great Plains, have over 70 percent of their LPI from farming. While not

the only ones affected by traditional agricultural price and income support

policies, farming-dependent counties are likely to be most affected by major

changes in level of support. We compare the 702 farming-dependent counties
with the other 1,741 rural counties (table 1):

. Farming-dependent counties experienced a 4.8
percent population increase (1970-80), low in
comparison to the other rural group with almost
18.5 percent. Farming-dependent counties have
small population bases and are sparsely settled
relative to the other rural counties. This makes
it difficult to provide public infrastructure to
support economic growth and presents limited

3/ Rural is used interchangeably with nonmetropolitan. Urban also connotes

metropolitan areas.
4/ See Bluestone and Daberkow.
5/ Peggy J. Ross, Bernal L. Green, and Robert A. Hoppe, "Classifying Major

Socioeconomic Patterns Among U.S. Nonmetropolitan Counties," Econ. Res. Serv.,

U.S. Dept. Agr. Presented at annual meeting of Rural Sociological Society,

Bryan, Texas, Aug. 1984. LPI excludes transfer payments such as social

security and medicare, and it excludes unearned income such as interest,

dividends, and rents.
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Table 1 — Comparison of selected variables by farming-dependent counties and all other U.S. nonnetro counties

Fanning-dependent Other nonnetro
Selected counties (nonmtro) 1/ comities 2/
variables (N=702) (N=1,741)

Demographic:
Population Change, 1970-80 (Pct.) 4.8 18.5
Average population, 1980 (1,000) 11.9 31.1
Population density, square mile, 1980 (No.) 18 51
Percentage of pop. age 25 and over
who completed high school, 1980 (Pct.) 58 57

Percentage of pop. aged 65 and over, 1980 (Pct.) 15.7 13.3

Economic structure:
Percentage of earned income from-3/
Farming, 1979 (Pct.) 34 8
Manufacturing, 1979 (Pct.) 10 25

Percentage of farmers who worked 100
days or more off-farm, 1978 (Pct.) 30 45

Economic well-being:
Per capita personal income, 1980 (Dollars) 7,680 7,311
Per capita transfer payments, 1979 4/ (Dollars) 1,045 1,071
Per capita Federal outlays for

commodity agriculture, 1980 (Dollars) 193 34
Per capita total Federal outlays, 1980 (Dollars) 1,454 1,495

1/ Labor and proprietor income (LPI) amounted to 20 percent or more of total county LPI during
1975-1979.
2/ Nonmetro America includes 2,443 counties.
3/ LPI excludes transfer payments such as social security and medicare, and it also excludes unearned
income, such as interest, dividends, and rents.
4/ These are Characterized by social security and meidcare payments. They do not include
Federal farm subsidy payments.
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opportunities for establishing nonfarm employment
options because of a small pool of potential
workers.

. Farming-dependent counties got over a third of
their LPI income from farming, compared with under
a tenth for the other nonmetro counties.

. Manufacturing accounts for only 10 percent of
income in the farming group. The lack of economic
options in these economies may deter farm families
from getting off-farm jobs to supplement family
income. This concentration in farming also
connotes specialized assets that have limited use
in other sectors of the economy. The limitation
also applies to the specialized human capital
oriented towards agriculture, particularly in light
of the ,higher proportion of older persons in
farming counties who are less likely to adjust to
changes in employment structure.

. Per capita personal income in 1980 was higher in
farming-dependent counties. Per capita transfer
payments are not much lower in farming-dependent
counties but Federal outlays for commodity
agriculture are over three times higher in
farming-dependent counties compared with the other
rural counties.

. The foregoing patterns are brought into sharper
focus when farming-dependent counties are ranked by
dependence on farm income and grouped into thirds
(table 2). Population declines occurred for the
third of farming-dependent counties most oriented
towards production agriculture. Amost half (46
percent) of their LPI was from farming, and per
capita Federal subsidies and outlays were highest
among the groups considered.

Dependence on Direct Federal Outlays 

Farming-dependent counties receiving the highest Federal outlays for
commodity agriculture would feel the greatest direct effect of changes in
Federal agricultural programs. 6/ All rural counties were arrayed by per

capita (FY-80) Federal outlays for commodity agriculture and grouped into

thirds, as were the 702 farming-dependent counties. The top third of nonmetro

counties (815) receiving per capita Federal outlays for commodity agriculture
included 207 of the most specialized farming counties (see map). This

relatively high dependence on both farming and Federal subsidies makes these
counties exceedingly sensitive to farm policy changes.

6/ The subsidy components of loans and loan guarantees were estimated and

converted from face amounts to grant equivalents. They could then be added to

grants and direct-spending amounts.
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Table 2 -- Farming-dependent counties arrayed by thirds based on degree of dependence on farming,

compared by selected demographic and economic variables

Farming-dependent countiesl/

Selected Top 2/ Middle Bottom

variables third third third All
(n=234) (n=234) (n=234) (n-702)

Demographic:
Population change, 1970-80 (Pct.) -0.6 5.9 9.1 4.8

Average population, 1980 (1,000) 6.8 12.4 16.6 11.9

Population density, square mile, 1980 (No.) 10 19 25 18

Percentage of pop. aged 25 and over
who completed high school, 1980 (Pict) 60 58 56 58

Percentage of pop. aged 65 and over,

1980 (Pct.) 16.3 15.6 15.4 15.7

Economic structure:
Percentage of income from--

li
Farming, 1975-79 (Pct.) 46 32 23 34

Manufacturing, 1979 (Pct.) 5 10 16 10

Percentage of farmers who worked 100
days or more off-farm, 1978 (Pct.) 28 30 35 30

Econordc
Per capita personal income, 1980 (Dollars) 8,389 7,396 7,256 7,680

Per capia transfer payments,
1979 -- (Dollars) 1,025 1,038 1,071 1,045

Per capita Federal outlays for commodity
agriculture, 1980 (Dollars) 362 172 140 193

Per capita total Federal outlays,
1980 (Dollars) 1,648 .1,429 1,393 1,454

1/ Labor and proprietor income (LPI) amounted to 20 percent or more of total county LPI

during 1975-79.
2/ LK from farming in the highest third was 37 percent or more of total county LPI.

For the middle third, it was 27 to 37 percent, and for the bottom third it was 20 to 27 percent.

3/ These are Characterized by social security and medicare. They do not include Federal farm

subsidy payments.



702 FARMING-DEPENDENT COUNTIES

20 percent or more of total labor and proprietor income
was from production farming/ranching during 1975-79.

207 TRULY FARMING-DEPENDENT COUNTIES

County economy was extremely specialized in farming/ranching in 1975-79,
and per capita Federal farm payments, fiscal year 1980, were relatively
high. Labor and proprietor income from farming/ranching was at least 37
percent, and per capita Federal farm payments were at least $80.
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Indirect Agribusiness Effects 

Other businesses would be affected by declines in farming income. The
food and fiber system accounted for about 22 percent of the jobs held in the
U.S. civilian labor force in 1979. This ranges from a high of about 32 percent
in Nebraska to a low of about 16 percent in Michigan. These jobs are in the
farm supply sector, food and fiber processing and marketing, and in retail
trade. We do not have detailed or current data to help us determine all the
specific business locations by urban or rural residence or their ties to local
communities. As a result, we can only speculate on what parts of rural America
would be affected by specific policy changes.

We know that some agribusiness sectors are located close to nearby farm
production while others are not. Crop service firms, prepared-feed
manufacturing, farm supply retailing, and raw agricultural product marketing
establishments such as grain elevators and livestock auctions tend to be
located near farms and within small trading areas. Agribusiness establishments
like meatpacking, flour milling, soybean oil mills, nitrogen fertilizer plants,
and agricultural credit institutions are also present in farming areas but are
often located within the larger, more urban areas adjacent to the agricultural
production sites.

Given the importance of the agribusiness complex to the general economy,
major policy changes will substantially affect industries associated with
agriculture. 7/ Policies which keep farm prices above market-clearing levels
thus stimulating production of program commodities will generate a stronger
demand for purchased inputs. Those agricultural service centers which
specialize in input industries such as fertilizers, pesticides, fuel,
equipment, farm machinery, credit, labor, and agricultural services (i.e.,
custom application, tilling, harvesting) will benefit. For example, a stronger
demand for farm machinery would provide employment opportunities not only to
rural nonfarm residents in northern Iowa but also to the small farmers in the
area who rely upon off-farm employment for a substantial portion of their
income. On the other hand, agriculture service centers specializing in food
transportation and processing and marketing industries would fare less well
since higher commodity prices would slow the growth and reduce the volume of
products moving through the system to the domestic and export markets. The
results would be opposite under policies that would return prices to
market-clearing levels.

The Geography of Farm Politics 

Changes in Federal support for farming have potential political effects.
There are 46 U.S. congressional districts, about 11 percent of the 435

districts in the United States, in which farming-dependent counties constitute
a third or more of total counties within the districts. Farming issues likely
are high on the agenda of representatives from these districts compared with
those from urban areas or from rural areas where farming is not a major part of
the local economy. These 46 congressional districts are located in parts of 23
States, concentrated largely in the western Corn Belt and Great Plains. The

7/ Economic Research Service, Possible Economic Consequences of Reverting to
Permanent Legislation or Eliminating Price and Income Supports, AER-526, U.S.
Dept. Agr., Jan. 1985.
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relatively few congressional districts with concentrations of farming counties
stands in sharp contrast to the U.S. Senate where nearly half the membership
comes from States with farming-oriented districts. This explains why
proportionally more Senators than Representatives take a personal interest in
farm policy.

One issue is whether or not farm policy impacts will be concentrated on
constituents of a single political party. Of the 46 congressional districts,
25 are represented by Republicans and 21 by Democrats (99th Congress, 1985-86).
These districts contain 945 counties of which 517, or 55 percent, are
farming-dependent counties. The numbers suggest that the impact will be tilted
toward Republican-represented districts (25 versus 21), but not overwhelmingly
so. The same situation holds for the Senate. There are 25 Republican and 21
Democrat Senators from the 23 States with farming-oriented districts. This
result also indicates why both Republicans and Democrats recently supported
efforts by farmers to secure emergency credit relief.

In order to examine the question of political balance further, we grouped
the 46 farming-oriented congressional districts into three types-of-farming
areas. Five of the major corn-producing States, led by Iowa and Illinois, had
nine Republican-represented districts compared with five Democrat-represented
districts. Ten of the major wheat-producing States, headed by Kansas, North
Dakota, and Oklahoma, had nine Republican and eight Democrat districts. Eight
of the major cotton/rice/other States, including California, Mississippi,
Arkansas, and Georgia, had seven Republican and eight Democrat districts. From
the perspective of congressional districts with a high proportion of
farm-oriented counties, there is almost balanced bipartisan interest in factors
affecting the farm sector. However, the balance shifts heavily toward
Republicans in the case of major corn-producing States.
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